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NEW QUESTION: 1
What issues can you face if the GM-PM sync up option is NOT
enabled? (2 Answers)
A. Employee information section will never get updated after
form launch if performance forms are not
opened after a modification
B. List of assigned competencies might NOT be updated after a
change of job code if performance forms
are NOT opened
C. Performance management reports might include expired goal
management data if performance forms
are NOT opened since the last change
D. Variable pay will NOT be able to get the up-to-date goal
management data if performance forms are not
opened since the last modification

Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following correctly describes a "reverse repo"?
A. A repo with an undefined maturity period
B. An asset swap that is offset by an identical but opposite
swap
C. Lending cash with securities as a collateral
D. Borrowing cash while posting securities as a collateral
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
A repo, or a repurchase agreement, is the lending of securities
in return for cash, with an agreement to buy the securities
back at a later date at the borrowed amount plus interest. It
is a form of collateralized borrowing. A
'reverse repo' is exactly the opposite of a repo transaction,
ie where cash is lent and securities borrowed.
Therefore Choice 'b' is the correct answer. In any repo
transaction, the counterparty will therefore always have a
'reverse repo' position.
A reverse repo is a useful transaction - not merely for the
purpose of lending short term funds, but more importantly to
enable short positions. For example, if an investor wishes to
short a bond, he can borrow the bond on a 'reverse repo' and
sell it. Of course, he will have to return the bond when the
reverse repo matures, but hopefully by that time prices of the
bond would have fallen to allow him to do so profitably. Short
positions in physical bonds are nearly always facilitated by
reverse repos.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Um den Satz zu vervollstÃ¤ndigen, wÃ¤hlen Sie die entsprechende
Option im Antwortbereich.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
High Availability

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
You want to add redundancy to your network configuration,
rather than performance. You have configured all interfaces
into the default SmartConnect zone.

How should you configure the switches and Isilon networking to
provide your desired network redundancy?
A. Configure the switch ports as access points, bond ext-0 and
ext-1 on all nodes and use Active/Passive aggregation for
subnet0:pool0.
B. Configure the switch ports for LACP and use FEC aggregation
for subnet0:pool0.
C. Configure the switch ports for LACP and use LACP aggregation
for subnet0:pool0.
D. Configure the switch ports as access points and use LACP
aggregation for subnet0:pool0.
Answer: C
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